# Country Profile

## Finland

### Overall Score and Rank

- **Score:** 90.68
- **Rank:** 1
- **10 Year Trend:** -0.20%

### Economic Indicators

- **GDP Per Capita:** $49,414.00
- **Million People:** 5.44
- **Square Km:** 303,890

### Name of Indicator | Score | Rank | 10 Year Change
--- | --- | --- | ---
Health Impacts | 99.35 | 4 | 0.8%
Air Quality | 93.77 | 18 | -0.21%
Water and Sanitation | 98.57 | 26 | -0.06%
Water Resources | 93.52 | 18 | 0%
Agriculture | 85.89 | 87 | -6.32%
Forests | 17.37 | 106 | 0%
Fisheries | 72.87 | 8 | 0.21%
Biodiversity and Habitat | 96.93 | 19 | 0.04%
Climate and Energy | 90.20 | 18 | 0%
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